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HSQC spectra are routinely acquired for chemical structure analysis based on hydrogen and carbon chemical
environments. Two fast HSQC peak matching algorithms have been developed; a nearest neighbour approach and
a probabilistic method based on an existing discrete genetic algorithm. Both of these techniques are intended to
find HSQC spectra matches that supplement information generated by established molecular fingerprint methods.
Our results are compared to those calculated using a specific implementation of molecular fingerprints. The nearest
neighbour and genetic algorithm-based methods ranked highly particular structures missed by molecular
fingerprints. Our analysis shows that by complementing molecular fingerprint matches with our findings, a
comprehensive list of matches can be identified. The refined list of compounds could be used to improve the
quality of compounds used in screening libraries in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Database driven chemical structure identification is
common practice in drug discovery. Classification of
similar compounds is based on the premise that physico-
chemical properties are comparable [1-3]. The mapping
of specific compound properties to “fingerprints” has
provided a robust method of searching large databases.
Currently, database searching efficiency is constrained
by the size of the database, the method used to deter-
mine similarity and the function defining match quality.
To improve database searching, we have concentrated
on the latter two constraints and propose a new ap-
proach of identifying similar compounds using hetero-
nuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra.
Carbon HSQC spectra are collected routinely to con-
firm or elucidate molecular structure in synthetic and
natural product chemistry. Experimental results are pre-
sented as 2D plots with axes defined by proton (1H) and
carbon (13C) chemical shifts. The high-intensity plot fea-
tures, referred to as “peaks”, delineate directly bonded
hydrogen and carbon atoms of a compound. Generally,* Correspondence: g.pierens@uq.edu.au
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reproduction in any medium, provided the orthe 2D Cartesian coordinates of the peaks are reported
without any reference to intensity or peak size. The in-
tensity of the peaks could also be included in the ana-
lysis. However, care must be taken to ensure that all data
was acquired using the same acquisition parameters.
Since we validate our findings using published data, in
this work, peak intensities are not included as part of
the spectra matching. The location of peaks provides
valuable information about the chemical environment of
hydrogen and carbon atoms allowing molecular struc-
ture to be inferred from the number and location of
peaks which have specific distributions for each
compound.
A number of metrics have been used to quantify the
similarity between a compound of interest and a data-
base of compounds allowing the best database results to
be selected as possible replacements for the candidate
structure. For example, compound fragments and related
properties have been mapped to molecular fingerprints
defined using bit strings [4]. The fingerprints capture
specific information about molecular structure and spe-
cific properties of a molecule [4,5]. In bit string-based
fingerprinting, the Tanimoto (Tc) [6] and Tversky [7]
coefficients have been used widely to quantify the levelral Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
commons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
iginal work is properly cited.
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are deemed similar and therefore have similar chemical
or biological properties.
We previously outlined a method of matching HSQC
spectra of small compounds motivated by evolutionary
optimization [8,9]. The use of self-adaptive differential
evolution allowed matching of a candidate compound
HSQC peaks to individual entries of a database. How-
ever, as the number of peaks increased (i.e. larger than
20), the search space became very large, to the extent
that the quality of match was not computable in a rea-
sonable amount of time. Our new approach is aimed at
increasing computational efficiency by considering three
factors limiting the rate of convergence of any algorithm,
the choice of the metric and method to obtain an opti-
mal solution and the size of the search space. The out-
come is a robust algorithm capable of matching spectra
containing a large number of peaks rapidly on a stand-
ard desktop computer.
We improved the efficiency of our previously reported
HSQC spectra matching algorithm by using a discrete
genetic algorithm (DGA) implementation instead of dif-
ferential evolution. We tested our new method on a
compound database containing 51 HSQC spectra. The
results were compared to bit string based molecular
fingerprints incorporating a suitable threshold for the
Tanimoto coefficient [10] and to nearest neighbour
search, also known as proximity search or closest point
search which is the simplest implementation of all peak
matching methods.
Results and discussion
The database of 51 HSQC spectra from our previous
work [8] was used to test the efficacy of our newly devel-
oped algorithm. The actual structures of the 51 com-
pounds are listed in Additional file 1.
Treatment of outliers in DGA
A problem with performing DGA-based unique match-
ing of peaks between two spectra is that a single long
match can greatly affect the outcome. An example of
this problem is the peak-to-peak match of compounds
10 and 12 (Figure 1). The only difference between the
structures is the number of aromatic methoxy groups;
compound 12 has two and compound 10 has one with
the other methoxy group being replaced by an aromatic
CH. Examining the DGA matched HSQC spectra; we
observed one long distance peak match and all other
peaks were matched to close peaks. According to our al-
gorithm definition, all peaks have to be uniquely
matched because both compounds had 11 peaks. This
resulted in an aromatic peak being matched to an ali-
phatic peak affecting the mean distance metric and
resulting in a misclassification.To remedy a single long distance peak-to-peak match,
we identify outliers and exclude their matches in the
metric used to classify match quality. We thus modified
the mean distance per peak, excluding outliers by statis-
tically examining each set of matched peak distances
and applying a rejection criterion. The mean and stand-
ard deviation (σ) was calculated for all pairs of matched
peaks in the HSQC spectrum to spectrum comparison.
If an individual distance was greater than S times σ from
the mean, it was considered an outlier. We then
rematched any outliers to their nearest neighbour in the
other spectrum. We examined several values of S (1.75 –
3.0) and settled on 2.5σ as the threshold value for outlier
rejection. We arrived at this result by qualitatively evalu-
ating characteristics of many spectral matches. The value
of S is a user defined variable and can changed if unsuit-
able for the HSQC matching under consideration.
Effect of population size and number of iterations in the
DGA
We examined the effect of changing K (population size)
and Gmax (maximum number of generations) on conver-
gence using the DGA method. The HSQC spectra of the
51 compounds were matched to all other spectra and
the similarity metric from p to q and q to p were com-
pared, to establish the stability of results from the algo-
rithm. The 2601 spectral match results were recorded in
a 51x51 matrix with the columns and rows correspond-
ing to the referencing of the compounds. The upper and
lower triangular parts of the matrix consisted of p to q
and q to p matches, respectively. Ideally, the matrix
should be symmetrical. However, since our approach is
probabilistic and we limit the maximum number of
iterations, corresponding entries in the upper and lower
triangular sections of the matrix may differ. To examine
this possibility, we compared the corresponding upper
and lower triangular entries of the matrix for the three
parameter sets. We considered a small (K= 2 and Gmax =
5N, where N is the largest of number of peaks in p or
q), medium (K= 5 and Gmax = 10N) and large (K= 20
and Gmax = 50N) implementation as defined by the size
of the parameters. The small parameter set was the fast-
est to compute with 32 differences between p to q and q
to p matches, which represented an error rate of 2.5%.
The medium set gave six different outcomes with an
error rate of 0.5%, and the large parameter set showed
only one difference with an error rate less than 0.1%.
Spectra for the above data set were also matched by the
SADE method and the results are shown in Table 1.
Overall, DGA converged with fewer function evaluations
than SADE. Taking into account convergence error and
speed of the calculation, we chose the medium param-
eter set for the DGA matching in the rest of the analysis.
Extrapolating the SADE data to an error rate of 0.5%




























Figure 1 The matched HSQC spectra for compounds 10 and 12. The plot shows a single long distance match between two peaks leading to
an amplified mean distance per peak metric value.
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formed, in comparison to ~ 1010 for DGA.
In the integer optimization problem mutations and
crossovers were chosen to improve performance with re-
spect to our application, and hence, we were able to set
Gmax relatively small. The calculation of the 2601 HSQC
spectral matches using the medium settings (K= 5 and
Gmax= 10 N) took approximately 85 minutes, which was
an average of ~ 2 seconds per match which includes
overheads from the GUI and reading and writing data
files. The largest peak matching was between com-
pounds 17 (17 peaks) and 18 (22 peaks), taking approxi-
mately 4 seconds. If 20,000 HSQC spectral matches
were required on similar sized spectra using the medium
settings, then it would take ~ 11 hours.
Ranking of matches against molecular fingerprint (MFP)
The results of NN and DGA approaches of matching
HSQC spectra were compared to those obtained using
the MFP method within Open Babel: The Open Source
Chemistry Toolbox [11,12]. The FP2 path-based finger-
print, which indexes small molecule fragments, was used
to generate the similarity results. All compound similar-
ities were calculated using the Tanimoto coefficient (Tc)Table 1 The number of function evaluations (NFE) and
corresponding error rate for the DGA and SADE methods
NFE DGA (%) SADE (%)
1.60E + 09 2.5 5.0
7.98E + 09 0.5 2.7
1.60E + 11 0.1 2.1which ranges from 0, no similarity, to 1, maximum simi-
larity. The selection criterion for Tc of equal to or
greater than a value of 0.7 was used and resulted in 44
compound matches. Of these, 38 were between com-
pounds 1–13. This was not unexpected, as these com-
pounds are part of a combinatorial library based around
2-(3-chloro-4-hydroxyphenyl) acetamide.
To compare the two HSQC matching protocols (NN
and DGA) with MFP, the 44 most similar HSQC spectra
for each method were considered. Cut-off thresholds
were 0.0228 for NN and 0.0294 for DGA (smaller num-
ber is more similar). The similarity matches for all three
methods are shown in matrix form in Figure 2. As in the
case of MFP, for NN and DGA, the majority of the
retained matches were for compounds 1 – 13. For com-
pounds 20 – 45, both NN and DGA found a larger
number of matches than MFP.
We further considered all matching metrics in 6 cat-
egories. Categories and respective cut-off values are pro-
vided in Table 2. A smaller category number reflects a
better match. The top three categories (1–3) were all
above the threshold used for the top 44 matches and
cut-offs for them were at regular intervals. The same
intervals were continued below the threshold for Cat-
egories 4 and 5. Category 6 contained the rest of the
matches. In the following subsections we investigate
how these categories overlap amongst the various
matching approaches.
NN versus DGA based HSQC spectra matching
Among the top 44 similarity matches, NN and DGA
HSQC similarity methods identified only seven different
Figure 2 The similarity match matrices for (a) MFP, (b) NN and (c) DGA are shown. The off-diagonal black squares represent the top 44
ranked matches and the diagonal entries were included for reference purposes. The p to q (upper triangle) and q to p (lower triangle) matches
are both provided.
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compounds 1–13, while for DGA, only one was from
this group of compounds. All NN matches were all in
category 4 for DGA, just outside the threshold to be
classed as similar. Five out of the seven DGA matches
were in Category 4 and two were in Category 6 from
NN. The two HSQC matches for compounds 7 and 11
are provided in Figure 2. In this case the spectra classi-
fied in Category 3 for NN and Category 6 for DGA.
Figure 3 illustrates the impact of the outlier rejection
criterion of 2.5σ used in this DGA comparison. In this
case, DGA places the match in Category 6 whereas NN
places it in Category 3. If the criterion for an outlier was
lowered from 2.5σ to 2.25σ, classification would change
from category 6 to 3. Hence, DGA would identify them
as similar HSQC spectra. The NN methodology can
therefore be used to identify matches that may be over-
looked in the DGA matches. We propose the use of NN
and DGA in conjunction to identify and validate HSQC
spectral matches.
Comparison of MFP, NN and DGA results
A histogram was created from the 1275 match results of
each method, as illustrated in Figure 4. There are differ-
ences in the shape of the histograms obtained using
MFP (negatively skewed) as compared to the two HSQC
spectral matching methods (positively skewed). For theTable 2 The categories and cut-offs for MFP, NN and DGA
Category MFP NN DGA
1 [0.9, 1.0] [0, 0.0076) [0, 0.0098)
2 [0.8, 0.9) [0.0076, 0.0152) [0.0098, 0.0196)
3 [0.7, 0.8) [0.0152, 0.0228) [0.0196, 0.0294)
4 [0.6, 0.7) [0.0228, 0.0304) [0.0294, 0.0392)
5 [0.5, 0.6) [0.0304, 0.0380) [0.0392, 0.0490)
6 < 0.5 ≥ 0.0380 ≥ 0.0490
The smaller the category number, the better the expected match. The first
three categories capture the 44 matches of Figure 4.MFP method, the region of the histogram corresponding
to most similar spectra is widely spread, indicating that
the method can discriminate between similar com-
pounds. The MFP distribution shows that a large pro-
portion of the matches are classified as dissimilar,
suggesting that it is highly sensitive to changes in the
bit-string fingerprint.
The NN and DGA histograms are similar with the
highest frequency of scores appearing in the “most simi-
lar” region. The primary difference between MFP and
the other two matching methods is that in MFP, a fea-
ture is either present or not within a fingerprint, whereas
a distance between matched peaks is computed in both
NN and DGA. This means that a feature is always
included in NN and DGA, irrespective of whether a peak
match is identified as an outlier in the latter approach.
The histogram distribution is narrower for NN than for
DGA. Thus is likely to be due to DGA identifying a
unique peak-to-peak match, which results in an over-
emphasis of the peak distances. On the other hand, NN
matches peaks non-uniquely, essentially providing infor-
mation about the peaks’ neighbourhoods with respect to
the other HSQC spectrum. NN and DGA can both suf-
fer from false positives.
To simplify the interpretation of our results, the 44
most similar compounds or spectra from each method-
ology were compared using a Venn diagram and for the
full list of similar matches refer to Additional file 1. The
sets and their overlaps are provided in Figure 5.
There were 19 HSQC matches that were only com-
mon to NN and DGA. Of the 19 common matches, 14
were between spectra of compounds 1–13. The other
five are shown in Table 3 along with their chemical
structure and ranking category. All other results are pro-
vided in the supporting information. Spectra from com-
pounds 24 and 32 were found to be in category 1 for
NN and DGA, but MFP placed it in category 4. Category
4 is just below the threshold for being classified as simi-
































Figure 3 The HSQC spectra matching result of compounds 7 and 11 using (a) NN and (b) DGA.
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from a structural point-of-view. Compound matches 24
to 42 and 26 to 32 were not identified as similar using
MFP (category 5). All of these compounds have similar
structural groups, but they are arranged differently
around the phenyl ring. We consider these compounds
to be similar based on their structures.
In view of our findings, we recommend the following
protocol for matching of HSQC spectra. First, calculate
MFP, NN and DGA based similarities. Determine the
MFP cut-off to be used; this is usually set to 0.7. Calcu-
late the number of structures identified by the MFP
method and set a suitable threshold to obtain the same
number of structures using NN and DGA in accordance
with their ranking. The highly significant compound
structures would be matches identified by at least two of
the methods. In our case, this would be 43 [18(common
to all), 3(MFP and NN only), 3(MFP and DGA only) andmost similar least similar most similar
a. b.
Figure 4 Illustrated are histograms of the similarity measures for th
(c.) DGA.19(NN and DGA)]. The compounds that were identified
only by one method should be reviewed on a case-by-
case basis.
Conclusions
The research aimed to investigate whether new
approaches can improve a molecular fingerprint-based
method of identifying structurally similar compounds
from databases of HSQC spectra. Two fast peak-to-peak
spectral matching methods were developed, the nearest
neighbour and discrete genetic algorithm methods. We
found that complementary information from both meth-
ods improved the classification of compound structures.
We compared our new approaches to a method based
on molecular fingerprints, and investigated differences
between matches. We conclude that our approaches are
not a replacement for existing established methods; in-
stead they should be used to refine the assessment ofleast similar most similar least similar
c.










Figure 5 The Venn diagram showing the top 44 ranked
matches and how matches relate between MFP, NN and DGA.
Table 3 Illustrated are specific compound structures
found to be similar using NN and DGA and not using
MFP
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missed similarity matches arising when molecular finger-
print is used solely for matching of HSQC spectra.
Methods
The nth peak in a 2D HSQC spectrum is defined as a
feature point, denoted as:
pn ¼ xn; ynð Þ; ð1Þ
where xn and yn are the real valued Cartesian coordi-
nates for the normalized 13C and 1H chemical shifts, re-
spectively. A spectrum is then defined as a set of points:
p ¼ pn : n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Nf g; ð2Þ
where pn is the coordinate of the n
th peak and N is the
number of peaks. Given another spectrum q ¼
qm : m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Mf g; the goal is then to match peaks
by minimizing a metric quantifying the quality of match
between p and q.
We first define a positive metric for two peaks pn and
qm:
dn;m ¼k pn  qmk; ð3Þ
and the error in the match when all peaks are consid-
ered is:εs jð Þ ¼
XN
n¼1







where j is a vector of N elements and jn 2 1;M½  is a per-
turbation on m given n, such that E is minimized when j
is the optimal indexing of q. The term ES measures the
quality of match when all peaks are matched. In the case
when one spectrum contains more or less peaks than
the other, all peaks from the smaller spectrum are
matched, leaving some peaks in the larger spectrum un-
matched. We will use the “matched” and “unmatched”
terminology throughout this paper. If N <M, j contains
N unique integers in [1,M], and hence, the unmatched
peaks of q do not appear in j. If N >M, then j contains
N unique integers from [1,N]. As such, the entries where
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accounts for this case.a. b.
c. d.
Figure 7 The schematic outlines the HSQC spectra matching
process using the DGA. Illustrated are (a) unique peak-to-peak
matching (solid lines), (b) identification of outliers (bold dotted line),
(c) removal of outlier match and (d) matching of unmatched peaks
to nearest neighbours from the other spectrum (dotted lines).Nearest Neighbour (NN) matching
A nearest neighbour HSQC similarity match was com-
puted where each peak of p is matched to the nearest
peak of q and each peak of q was matched to the nearest
peak in p. Furthermore, an average distance-per-peak
metric was used, as illustrated in Figure 6. The NN
based matching can result in a single peak being
matched to many peaks from the other spectrum.
Therefore, it gives an indication of relative clustering of
peaks. Overall, NN based matching of HSQC spectra is
computationally efficient and provides a deterministic
result.
The NN approach does not take into account different
numbers of peaks in different areas of the spectrum.
This can result errors in ascribing compound similarity
on the basis of HSQC spectra. For this reason, we also
propose to uniquely match spectra peaks, enabling
improved differentiation of compound structures
through the introduction of long distance peak matching
in the metric. This type of matching implemented in our
previous work using differential evolution had the draw-
back that establishing matches to database entries with
more than 20 HSQC spectra peaks was time consuming.
Our improved method based on a discrete genetic algo-
rithm is still probabilistic and obtains good approxima-
tions for large numbers of peaks in a practical amount
of time.Discrete genetic algorithm (DGA) matching
We use a discrete genetic algorithm to optimize the opti-
mal indexing in (4). Our implementation was inspired by
the algorithm applied to solve traveling salesman problems.
In this work we closely followed the implementationa. b.
Figure 6 The schematic outlines the matching process of HSQC
spectra using the nearest neighbour method. Illustrated are (a)
nearest neighbour matchings from squares to circles and (b) nearest
neighbour matchings from circles to squares. The average distance
per peak is calculated by averaging all matched distances.outlined by Schneider [13]. We defined K to be the popula-
tion size (i.e. the number of solutions) and Gmax as the
maximum number of generations.
Our DGA implementation did not involve forcing of
match directions. That is, given a spectrum p to be
matched to q, we did not require the denotation of
spectrum to be such that q always had a larger number
of peaks than p. Furthermore, we used injection of sort
solutions through progressive iterations of the algorithm,
and when the number of peaks in p and q were differed,
we left |N – M| peaks unmatched. The following muta-
tions were used in DGA:
 EXC(L2O): Select two peak matches and exchange
them;
 L3O: Select three peak matches and shuffle them
such that none of them are the same as the starting
point;
 L4O: Same as L3O but using four peak matches;
 EXON: Used only when N <M. Exchanges a peak
match of set s with a number from [1,M] that is not
an element of s, hence named EXchange with
Outside Node.
We updated the population using five mutation
sweeps using: RX, BURTRAND and SINGLEBURST
crossovers [13]:
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bits of length N, with equal probabilities for zero
and one.
 BURSTRAND: Same as above but with dependence
between the bits such that P(r(i+ 1) ~ = r(i)) = 2/N,
where P denotes probability. This way of generating
“perturbation” or noise is often used for simulating
bursty channels (also known as Gilbert–Elliott
channel).
 SINGLEBURST: r is a continuous block of ones.
The length is chosen randomly in [3, N] and the
start position i is chosen randomly in [1, N].
The block rolls over when i+ l >N, such that
r(1 to (l + i-N)) = 1.
DGA minimizes (4), the sum of all peak-to-peak dis-
tances constituting a matching. For comparing the simi-
larity of compounds we extend this concept further by
introducing three levels of the metric. The first level is a
unique match between two spectra, where |N – M| un-
matched peaks are not penalized. The second level
involves the identification of outliers, as determined
from a single individual large distance, and the removal
of these connections. The third level is the application of
a penalty to unmatched peaks. This process is outlined
in Figure 7.
We provide the functions of DGA, description of
terms and detailed explanation of our specific metric im-
plementation can be found in Additional file 1.
Additional file
Additional file 1: Contains the structures of the 51 compounds in
the database, detailed information on the Discrete Genetic
Algorithm (DGA) Algorithm and the comparison of Similarity
classification for top44 matches in MFP, NN and DGA.
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